
This November, the DCS was hard at work raising funds for Movember! 
Each year, our team raises awareness and funds for men's health issues,
such as prostate cancer, testicular cancer, and mental health. This year
our team was led by our VP External, Michael Tough - we hosted various
events and encouraged those within the Rowe School of Business
community to grow a Mo or support the cause. 

We thank everyone who came out to our events and fundraised! The
DCS is happy to share that we surpassed our goal this year, raising
$13,000. 

Check out some Movember highlights in this newsletter for a snapshot
of what went on this past month!

MOVEMBER WAS A SUCCESS!
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"I'm overwhelmed with the support and engagement
the DCS gained this Movember - I'm proud of the DCS,

commerce student & Halifax communities for their
efforts. We managed to fundraise $13,000 in total. All

of the proceeds will go toward charities that fund
resources for men's physical & mental health. I can't

understate how important these resources are to
young men. I know a lot of people's mental health was

shaken by the pandemic, so seeing many students
coming together (in-person) to raise funds and

awareness for Movember was amazing! Huge thanks
to everyone who participated in our events, our

community partners, and our students for being so
supportive!"

OUR MOVEMBER TEAM

Tanner Jones & Justin Stellick

Top Individual Fundraisers 
Kyle Grabke - $1,330 - DALIS
Robert Wooden - $1,190 - DCS
Tac Chatterson - $1,030 - DALIS
Michael Tough - $718 - DCS
Kellyn Golding - $635 - DCS

Top Umbrella Society
Contributions

DALIS - $4,101
WIBA - $600
Dalhousie Sales Society - $555

 

A word from our VP External - Michael Tough 

TOP FUNDRAISERS

Movember Captains

A big shoutout to our Movember Captains,
Tanner and Justin, for helping run Movember

events, raise funds, and spread awareness
this month! 



Greasiest Mo: Will Webster

We had some students that particularly stood out to us this
Movember! Crowned, or should we say caped, at our Movember

gala, these individuals showed great Movemeber spirit! 

STAND-OUT STUDENTS

Most Dedicated Mo Sista: Kellyn Golding

Most Dedicated Mo Bro: Tac Chatterson

Best Mo: Sage Fry

DID YOU
KNOW?

Men are dying on average 4.5 years earlier than
women and for largely preventable reasons
A growing number of men – around 10.8M globally –
are facing life with a prostate cancer diagnosis.
Globally, testicular cancer is the most common
cancer among young men
Across the world, one man dies by suicide every
minute of every day, with males accounting for 69%
of all suicides

From: https://ca.movember.com/about/cause



SOME MOVEMBER BEFORE & AFTERS

Kisho Hagiwara

Quinn Smallwood

Quinn Kirkpatrick

Michael Tough

Ollie Cotterill

Luke LeBlanc

Tait Carlson

Check out some before and after
pics! (They tried their best and thats

what matters). 



4MOVEMBER EVENTS


